Catalog Number | 5191-7407
Product Name    | SureSelect XT HS Human All Exon V8+NCV
Expiration Date | 2021-09-22
Quantity        | 16 Reactions
Certified By    | Prompt<Type='Dropdown' Question='Certified By:' Language='Certby'>
Quality Controlled By | Prompt<Type='Dropdown' Question='Quality Controlled By:' Language='QCby'>
Shipping Conditions | Shipped on dry ice.
Storage Conditions | Store at -80°C upon receipt.

Description
The SureSelect Target Enrichment System is a hybridization-based system developed to isolate genomic or transcriptomic sequences of interest for downstream analysis by next-generation sequencing (NGS). This component is the RNA probe capture library designed to work with the appropriate SureSelect Reagent Kit to enable selective capture of the regions of interest.

Test Conditions
The RNA probe library integrity is verified on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. The RNA probe library is functionally tested in a SureSelect DNA capture experiment with performance verified by QPCR.